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Dear Friends,

The Good Book tells us that from those with nothing everything
will be taken , and God bless us, every one, if we aren’t doing
a fantastic job.

Cruelty is back in style this season with a vengeance. As I
write this, here in the United States of America we are trying
our best to make health insurance as difficult to obtain as
possible for as many people as possible. Why would we do
something like this? The reason is still unclear, but the
leading candidate seems to be pure spite. The first attempt
failed because it was not cruel enough. Everyone agrees that the
second attempt — significantly crueler — has a much better
chance of success. The inmates aren’t running the asylum; the
inmates voted for abusive guards to run the asylum because the
guards promised to only torture the other half of the prisoners.

In John Berger’s 1972 BBC series Ways of Seeing there is a
memorable sequence in which he flips through a magazine,
contrasting the advertisements with pictures of a refugee
crisis. We live with the images of advertising every day, they
follow us around our cities and towns and into our homes. We
carry them around with us on the phones in our pockets. Like
most absurdities, all he has to do is show us and say its name
out loud and the whole illusion comes apart.
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I recalled this sequence scrolling through my Twitter feed these
past few weeks. I was struck with the overwhelming dissonance of
what I saw.

A small kitten snuggled under a blanket sticks its pink
tongue out at the camera. The account, @EmergencyKittens, is
for when you need some cuteness in your life.

A video of a small child, choking to death on chlorine gas.

We should tax robots to create a basic income for the human
jobs they’ll replace.
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Another child, limp in the arms of a bloodied man. Her hair
hangs in lifeless greasy strands as the man runs from
something we cannot see.

The best sandwiches in America.

A video of people running screaming down the street. A
hijacked truck has just crashed into the crowd behind them
moments ago. The makers of the Twitter app believe the best
experience for me is if this video autoplays, with sound.

Should designers write code? Two designers argue with each
other about what it means to be a “real” designer.

What do words mean when juxtaposed like this? These aren’t even
ads I’m seeing. I’ve created this Hell all for myself!

This problem extends beyond the news I read each day. I feel
like a 60-something Deadhead, hearing shot from standing right
beside the loudspeakers at too many rock festivals. Mind shot
from too many bad trips and too many laced joints. My ability to
cope with the world reduced to nodding my head and smiling
convivially.

There is a phenomenon called the Zeigarnik effect that claims
our minds store incomplete tasks better than completed ones. For
me, this takes the form of long lists of projects and ideas,
sketches and notes, and repositories of code. The white noise of
these projects deadens my perception and makes it difficult to
see any one task clearly. My brain has reached a saturation
point. Time to wring things out.

Twelve years in the making, here they are, in no particular
order, the unrequited works of Luke Chamberlin.

The Unrequited Works of Luke Chamberlin (2005–2017)

Novels
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Lucky Dragon Number Five
M is an American graduate student who becomes world famous when
he discovers a previously undiscovered country and becomes the
only person capable of translating their literature. But when
their most famous author disappears, M finds he cannot finish
the translation of the highly awaited third book in a best-
selling trilogy, a book called Lucky Dragon Number Five. With
little choice, M sets out in search of the missing author (I’ve
written about 120 pages).

Paraphasia
In the future, humans produce so much data every day that
Sifters are employed to decide what is kept as part of the
officially recognized record and what is discarded. One such
Sifter working out of New Chicago finds his job — and life — at
risk when tiny rainbows begin to appear in the corners of his
vision — symptoms of a sickness that affects the brains of those
who process too much information (I have written several
chapters).

Operation Vengeance
In 1943, after cracking the Japanese naval codes, the US
intercepted the flight schedule of Japanese Admiral Yamamoto
Isoroku and ordered a top-secret mission for his assassination.
The credit for the kill was initially awarded to Capt. Thomas G.
Lanphier, Jr., but after conflicting testimony from his own
squadron, and later the testimony of a Japanese Zero pilot who
survived the mission, the Air Force downgraded Lanphier to a
“half-credit” to be shared with Lt. Rex T. Barber, who claimed
the kill for himself. Forty years later, the two men remain
bitter rivals, each claiming sole responsibility for the kill.

The Faux Millionaire’s Club
Peter is an unassuming orphan until he wins the second largest
lottery drawing in history. After finding it difficult to
assimilate into high society despite with his newfound wealth,
Peter is invited to join a mysterious organization known as the
Faux Millionaire’s Club, a sanctuary for those who find
themselves suddenly wealthy. But the Club is not prepared for
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Peter, and his presence sets off a chain of events that
threatens the fortunes of all involved (I have written the first
and last chapters and have an outline).

Film

Unnamed Surfing Film
In 200X due to a clerical error, Hell temporarily becomes full
and all the souls of the dead are returned to their bodies for a
three-day period. This catastrophe and its fallout still haunt
Earth ten years later. Kai, a young surfer, lost his father
during what is now known as the Three Day Hell and suspects he
is still alive, although he cannot prove it. When rumors surface
of a shadowy figure called The Zombie King leading the
resistance of the leftover undead, Kai sets out to find him and
the truth about his father.

Hiroshima Notes
A collection of nine vignettes loosely based on the exhibits on
display at the Hiroshima Peace Memorial Museum and also inspired
by Natsume Soseki’s Yumejuuya (Ten Nights of Dreams). The
vignettes range from baseball, to bug catching, to how to make
Hiroshima-style okonomiyaki, and only obliquely discuss the
atomic bomb. I have most of the screenplay written. If I could
finish one thing on this list, it would be this film.

If I Forget Thee, O Chicago
Two stories based by my time working at a homeless shelter on
the West Side of Chicago. The structure is inspired by William
Faulkner’s The Wild Palms (its original title was If I Forget
Thee, O Jerusalem until the publisher made him change it). In
Faulkner’s book, the chapters alternate between two stories, and
even at the very end it is unclear how or even if the two
stories are connected. This was how I felt on the West Side of
Chicago — did these two cities even know the other existed?

Kaibun ja nai desu ka?
This was a series of short videos I wrote as part of a failed
personal campaign to become famous in Japan. The title means
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“Isn’t that a palindrome?”  The video series starred me as a
foreigner in Japan. I would accidentally use a palindrome in an
everyday situation and an old man would appear and say “Isn’t
that a palindrome?” I promise you it’s funny albeit to a very
narrow audience. I’ve written scripts for about six of these (in
Japanese).

INTERNET BLOB
Italy has a long-running public TV show called Blob that pieces
together bits of the day’s news alongside popular culture and
random TV clips. It’s like The Daily Show but the only
commentary is the clever editing. I want to make a version about
what happened on the Internet each day.

Websites

Venturous
A website that let you build and share adventures (itineraries
for small trips) with other users. For example, “A Perfect Day
in Kyoto, Japan” or “Roadtrip from Chicago to New Orleans”. You
could remix other people’s adventures or just browse for ideas.
I had a beta rigged up and a sort-of functional prototype but
gave up when a key API I was using broke and I couldn’t fix it.

Bookmarks!
I built my own bookmarking service because, hey, who hasn’t! I
still use mine pretty often. I have it set up so I can email
bookmarks to a specific email address and they are added to my
bookmarks online.

Blitlit
Blitlit was a service that would let you subscribe to classic
works of literature and discover them in little bits in your
inbox. You can see if the prototype still works but I make no
promises.

List x List
I built a system that could preform spreadsheet-like operations
on lists of … stuff. For example, you could make a list of the
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tallest buildings in the world, and then choose an operation for
the list to get the sum or the average of all the building
heights. It was good for making dumb internet style “listacles”
but was surprisingly versatile. You could make a menu and add up
the total calories, track the books you read and add up the
total number of pages, create a wishlist and see the total cost.
I forget why I gave up.

Wiki Shirts
A website that generates a t-shirt for you using the first image
from a given Wikipedia entry (I launched a semi-functional
version of this in 2015 and sold 10 t-shirts).
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“LinkedIn for Losers”
LinkedIn was built for corporate career ladder climbers. The
“traditional” resume structure punishes people for being
different: freelance work, multiple jobs, self-employment, time-
off to raise children. I wanted to build a site where people who
don’t fit that mould could build a new kind of CV/resume for the
21st century.

Haiku Review
This was a reviews website that pulled in product information
from Amazon. Users could then contribute reviews but only in the
form of 5-7-5 syllable haikus. In addition to being weird it
broke Amazon’s terms and conditions.

Opinionated Analytics
Every analytics product out there aims to make things simpler
for developers, but in (nearly) every project I’ve worked on the
biggest problem is that the business people don’t really know
what they want to track, they just know that it’s a good idea to
track something. After choosing your type of business (e-
commerce, publisher, or such) Opinionated Analytics would tell
you exactly what to track and set it up for you.

Difficult to Categorize Projects

Pilgrimage and the History of Japanese RPG Tropes
While on my annual pilgrimage to the Shikoku 88-Temple Trail in
Japan, I noticed that the guidebook I was using (the oldest
continuously published travel guide in the world) bore striking
similarity to the video game guides that came with Dragon Quest,
The Legend of Zelda, and other Japanese video games. I have an
idea for a long-form article I want to pitch to Kill Screen
about the influence of Japanese Buddhist pilgrimages on the
design of JRPGs.

Community Private Equity
I applied to business school (oops) and in my applications
pitched this idea of community private equity. Private equity is
an investment class that purchases businesses going through

https://killscreen.com/
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difficult times that are otherwise sound and restructures them
to be profitable (this is a very naive view, usually private
equity raids these businesses for parts and sells what’s left of
the carcass). I tried to structure a fund that could invest in a
community and somehow return the gains back in a way that didn’t
just displace everyone through gentrification. I decided in the
end that the master’s tools will never dismantle the master’s
house but not before I did a fair amount of research.

Connected Housing
This would be a series of “unit tests”  for apartment buildings,
powered by low-cost sensors connected to the internet. Your
building would have a host of tests looking for things like
water damage, leaks in the HVAC envelope, and other common
issues. If something broke, that test would go “red“ and alert
the landlord. The idea was meant to reduce the cost of
maintaining affordable housing.

African Newspaper
I was reading some nonsense about Africa in [major American
newspaper] written by a non-African “expert” on Africa and I
wondered why all of our news has to be filtered in this way.
After a bit of research on freelancing sites like oDesk I
discovered a community of African writers creating (mostly)
cheap content for SEO-driven blogs and sites. I thought I could
commission a newspaper fairly cheaply about Africa with all
African writers recruited through sites like these. I wrote up a
series of briefs and found the writers I wanted to contact
before second-guessing myself and shelving the project.

New Amsterdam Liquorice Company
Kat was born in Amsterdam and loves Dutch liquorice, which is
difficult to find in the States. We thought of making a modern
liquorice company. I did some early brand work and bought a
kilogram of organic liquorice root from Indonesia and looked up
several recipes online before realizing we needed some
professional confectionary equipment. Also, I personally do not
like the stuff.
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Travel

I’d like to live abroad again at some point, and for my daughter
Elektra to grow up with a second language. Our shortlist is:
Mexico City, Montréal, Berlin, Tokyo, Istanbul. I spend a couple
hours per week researching visas, health insurance, cost of
living, remote work opportunities.

Mexico City
Emerging art city full of energy. Spanish a good language to
learn. We visited for the first time this year and loved the
city. I have some dormant Spanish from childhood. Least
expensive city on the list.

Montréal
Europe in North America(?). Kat speaks French. I am a Canadian
citizen. Growing tech scene due to video game industry, not as
much art. Long, cold winters.

Berlin
Still cool after all these years. Getting more expensive. Large
Turkish community (see Istanbul). Great for both art and tech.
German is probably the language I’d like to learn least on this
list. Also long, dark, and cold winters.

Tokyo
We lived in Japan before. I speak reasonably good Japanese. Most
expensive city on the list. Surprisingly difficult to find work
and/or a visa. Great art and tech but a bit insular.
Shimonokitazawa is the current cool neighborhood and the
Olympics are coming in 2020.

Istanbul
One of my favorite cities in the world. Kat grew up in Turkey
and misses it often. We’d be close to dede. All-in-all over the
course of 12 years we’ve spent maybe 6 months in Turkey. Can’t
pretend I’m not a little intimidated by the number of bombings
in public places in recent years, although I feel safe when I am
there.
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Kickstarters

Walt Whitman Stamp
There is a famous engraving of Walt Whitman from the inside
title page of the first edition of Leaves of Grass. In fact, the
first edition did not even have the author’s name on the title
page — just his picture! I wanted to work with the famous(ish)
Casey Rubber Stamps in the East Village to recreate this stamp
and sell them.

Super Annotated
Super Annotated was going to be a series of modern Cliffs Notes
released as a series of apps with clever inline annotations that
did not interrupt the flow of reading. This was both pre-Rap
Genius and pre-Medium and the notes worked in a somewhat similar
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manner. I started with a Moby Dick prototype and annotated the
first page or so, until I realized that a good set of
annotations was probably hundreds of hours of work and gave up
all hope (like Ahab).

Art

Common People.
Common People. is a gallery run by Kat. She has asked me to help
her with it many times and I want to but always overcommit and
haven’t had enough time to work on it. I’d like to explore what
a gallery could be in a world of Instagram feed galleries
without fixed spaces.

Performance Anxiety
I had an idea that I would make only one piece of art in my
life, and it would be called Performance Anxiety, a giant gantt
chart of the life accomplishments of 100 or so modern and
contemporary artists. It was interesting to see all their work
stacked up and compared. For example, Donald Judd was 35 before
he abandoned painting for the sculptures he is now famous for,
while Eva Hesse did her best work in her early 30s and was dead
at 34 from a brain tumor. I would have been the 100th artist
with only one entry, Performance Anxiety.

Drone Feed
There was a news story a while back about how the US Army was
using unencrypted radio frequencies to transmit the video feeds
from drones in Afghanistan. I want to stream the feed and sell
Google Adwords against it. Maybe we can get war to pay for
itself this way.

Burning Desire
Most of my art ideas are based on puns. In this one, I apply for
grant money to make a piece of art called Burning Desire in
which I burn all the grant money. It’s very conceptual.
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Me, Jesus Christ, and Hallie Selassie
In this piece, there are two actors hired to play Jesus Christ
and Hallie Selassie and visitors can take a selfie with them so
they can post ”Me, Jesus Christ, and Hallie Selassie” to
Instagram or whatnot. This is a reference to my favorite Fugees
song if you missed it.

These Things They Call Empire
This is an art show I would like to curate about the American
Empire in the 21st century. The title is from Tacitus: “To
plunder, to butcher, to steal: these things they call Empire.
They turn cities into deserts and call it peace.”

Video games

I’ve long dreamed of making video games. Here are a few I’ve
actually tried to work on.

Newsworld
Newsworld was an online newspaper simulation game that let you
build a publication from a tiny garage printing press into a
media empire. As you published more articles you could purchase
new equipment and hire more staff. The trick was your activities
in the game — publishing articles — created a real blog that was
published to the internet and anyone could read it. I built a
working prototype in Flash (!) and with the help of a friend put
together a concept for how the feeds of news articles would get
pulled in. We even met with some venture capitalists!

http://lchamb.com/1989/12/21/nintendo-correspondence/
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Isometrik
Isometrik was a puzzle game based on very simple isometric block
shapes and colors. You played as three different blocks trying
to escape from a labyrinth-like prison. There was a vaguely
Slavic storyline and mood to the game inspired by Kafka and
Dostoevsky. I designed some posters and built a working (but not
very fun) prototype in Unity 3D. I even picked a fake release
date to motivate myself. Did not work.
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Lighthouse Game
I sketched out a prototype of a lighthouse game for iOS on graph
paper. The idea was you needed to guide a fleet of ships safely
through various passages avoiding cliffs, reefs, icebergs, and
such but you could only see while the cone of light from a
lighthouse rotated past your position.

The Ten-Year Game
I had an idea for an RPG game that would take ten years to play,
delivered in ten chapters, with each chapter expanding the scope
of the game’s world. I have the rough plot outline for all ten
years. Without giving too much away, at the end of the fifth
year (the halfway point) you discover that the Earth is actually
a giant spaceship and you can fly it anywhere you want in the
galaxy.

--

I grew up near the beach in California. In the summers, we built
cities with plastic molds and etched grand street plans into the
sand with driftwood. As the sun set and the tide crept in under
the cover of dusk we watched our cities submerged little by
little. The saltwater eroded roads and bridges, broke and
cauterized towers of sand until nothing remained. We went home
and forgot about our cities until the next day, when we returned
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and set about to build them again. Children do not care how many
cities have already been built and washed away underneath their
feet. They build for the joy of building.

As the world works to take away from those with nothing so that
others can have even more, remember that everything is made of
sand and the tide is always coming in.

Your Friend,

Luke Chamberlin
Brooklyn, NY
30 April 2017

1. “For whoever has will be given more, and they will have an
abundance. Whoever does not have, even what they have will be taken
from them.” Matthew 25:29.

2. Unlike English letters which represent either a consonant or vowel
sound, the Japanese syllabary is mostly made up of consonant/vowel
pairs, which means many words can be read both forward and
backward. This makes palindromes more common and easier to
construct than in English. For example, シナモンパンもレモンパンもなし
(there is neither cinnamon bread nor lemon bread) is a palindrome
in Japanese.

3. In programming, a unit test is a small test written for one
specific piece of functionality, like “A user can create a new
account from the sign-up page.” Changing code often has cascading
effects, and unit tests make sure your changes in one section don’t
accidentally break code in other sections.


